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Solutions to this sheet are due on 20.10.2017 til 14:00. Please hand in a digital version of your answers
via e-mail. The e-mails subject has to contain cppp. Do zip-compress your solutions. For questions
please send mail or speak to me during the exercises.
Note: If you copy text elements / code elements from other sources, clearly mark those elements and
state the source. Copying solutions from other students is prohibited. All of your files that belong to your
solution have to be contained in a single .zip file that is named according to the following naming scheme:
<name> <surname> solution<XX>.zip. Replace <name> and <surname> with your actual
name and replace <XX>with the sheet number the solutions belong to. You can look up your results using
this link https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1V8rKtimsQS6thKGkTh6CChlv-Lwu1BIA3RvKAIZSH2M/

edit?usp=sharing

During this exercise sheet you should make yourself familiar with g++, clang++ and the develop-
ment environments presented in the lecture in order to be able to write C++ programs. You can achieve
16 points in total.

Exercise 1.
Name three big software projects that are developed in the C++ language! (1 P.)a)

Why is there such a great demand for the C++ language? (1 P.)b)

How and by whom was C++ created? (1 P.)c)

Name five characteristics of C++! (1 P.)d)

Exercise 2.
(You do not have to prove that you solved this exercise.)

Go to https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads download and install Virtual
Box and the VirtualBox Exentsion Pack on your computer. (2 P.)

a)

Download the virtual machine image for this course https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0B7CnnJCKjvQQQVdrY1BuQUJwSDA, import and run it using Virtual Box. You might
would like to adjust the amount of RAM that the virtual machine should use, before you start the
machine. (2 P.)

b)
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Exercise 3.
Edit a file with the following contents, compile and run it! (1 P.)

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
int main() {

cout << ”Hello, World!\n”;
return 0;

}

Extend the program such that it prints your name as well! (1 P.)a)

Write a small program that reads in an integer value (provided by the user) into a variable and
prints the variables value afterwards! Which datatype is a reasonable default when working with
integer values? (1 P.)

b)

Extend the program from b) such that is performs the same procedure but with a floating point
value, rather than an integer. Which dataype is a reasonable default when dealing with floating
point values? (1 P.)

c)

Exercise 4.
What is a compiler and what is its job? (1 P.)a)

What is the difference between a compiler and an interpreter? (1 P.)b)

Convert the number 1011012K into decimal representation. (1 P.)c)

Convert −42(10) into 2K representation. (1 P.)d)
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